INTRODUCTION
A key process in serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) consists of accurately mapping short sequence tags to known genes. The use of complete genome information, instead of limited and biased transcriptome data, allows the identification and mapping of a larger number of experimental tags, thus facilitating the tasks of gene discovery and annotation. The use of genome information in the tag-to-gene assignment process overcomes the problem of being limited to only those genes for which an EST has been already found. However, this strategy posses new challenge for unambiguous tag mapping because the probability that a short tag sequence will be unique in the genome significantly decreases (1) .
In a recent work (2), we have presented a novel and improved method for the tag-to-gene assignment process in SAGE, called hierarchical gene assignment (HGA). The HGA method provides a full annotation of the potential virtual SAGE tags within a genome, along with an estimation of their confidence for experimental observation. We applied this method to the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome, producing the most thorough and accurate annotation of virtual SAGE tags that is available today for this organism.
In this work, we describe the implementation of a web server that can be used to map experimental SAGE tags from yeast against our previously generated annotation of potential genomic tags for this organism using the HGA methodology (2) . The server is specifically designed to fully exploit the major benefits of the SAGE technique, which are to assist the processes of gene discovery and annotation (3) (4) (5) .
SERVER DESCRIPTION

Overview
The server contains three different modules ( Figure 1 ): (i) Genome Explore, (ii) Genome Mapping and (iii) Library Mapping. The first module can be used to explore a genome in the context of a future SAGE experiment, allowing the user to determine before hand if some genes of interest will be accurately measured by SAGE (i.e. systems biology, study of gene regulatory networks or specific metabolic pathways, etc). This is useful for the planning of SAGE experiments and it can also be used for education purposes when teaching about the SAGE technique. This module provides a friendly graphical interface, links to external servers and databases and it is also invoked by the other two modules. The second module can be used to map experimental SAGE tags against the existing annotation of potential genomic tags. The results are clearly presented in a table that contains dynamic links to the graphical interface of the genome explore module and to external servers and databases. Graphical expression maps of specific genes, specific genomic regions, full chromosomes or the complete genome can also be produced on the flight. The third module can be used to map experimental SAGE tags against all existing libraries of experimental SAGE tags produced by others. This allows the user to quickly compare its own SAGE results against those from previous SAGE experiments performed upon different conditions. This is useful to identify new SAGE tags and also to easily and simultaneously compare two or more full gene expression profiles.
Input data and parameters
Though the different modules of the SAGExplore server have distinct functionalities and independent forms for submitting a query, some of their input parameters are common. Table 1 summarizes the complete list of userspecified input parameters and user-provided input data that each module requires. Common parameters to the three modules include the specification of the organism name and the anchoring-tagging enzyme pair used in SAGE, as well as the selection of several options for displaying the results of a query.
When exploring a genome, various tag features can be specified by the user, which include: frequency of occurrence of a given tag sequence in the genome, annotated elements in the genome where a tag maps, the tag confidence assignment (high, low or undefined), location within a gene element (ORF, 3 0 -UTR, 5 0 -UTR, exon or intron), and if the tag is near and downstream to an internal poly(A) region within a gene ( Figure 2A ; Supplementary Figure 2 ). This allows the user to study in detail the reliability of any potential virtual tag in the genome. Additionally, the user can also provide to the server any input data specifying different type of genomic regions to explore such as: one or more genes, one or more genome fragments, one or more chromosomes, or the complete genome ( Figure 2A ; Supplementary Figure 2 ). This allows the user to evaluate the expected reliability of SAGE results for a specific set of genes or genomic regions of interest. Furthermore, the combination of these userprovided input parameters and user-specified input data provides a powerful tool to perform almost any possible query. On-line help about the required format to submit input data is available on each query form of the server. In addition to this, some simple examples of properly formatted input data are also provided.
When mapping experimental tags against the database of genomic virtual tags or against the known experimental SAGE libraries, a list of experimental tag sequences should be provided by the user. The observed counts for Figure 1 . Layout and flowchart of the SAGExplore server. The core of the server is a MySQL database of virtual genomic SAGE tags with confidence assignments that was generated by the HGA methodology and it has been recently described in detail (2) . The server has three modules: (i) Genome Explore, (ii) Genome Mapping and (iii) Library Mapping. The module I is linked to NCBI BLAST server and to the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) and does not require any input from the user. The modules II and III require experimental tag sequences and their counts (optional) as input, are linked to the module I and, through this, to the external servers and databases. For more details about the functioning of these modules see the main text. This server has been programmed in MySQL and PHP languages and uses the JpGraph graphics library. each tag from multiple experimental points can also be included. In the case of the genome mapping module, this allows the building of graphic genome expression maps. In the case of the library mapping module, this allows a simple and fast comparison against existing gene expression profiles under different experimental conditions previously reported by others (6) (7) (8) .
Output of the server
The output of the server for the three modules is presented as a table in HTML format, which can also be exported as a compressed text file (tab delimited text). Therefore, the output data can be easily imported into other software or database applications such as Excel or MySQL for further analysis. Each column header in the output table is linked to a popup window that contains online help explaining its content and/or functionality.
The output data that is displayed varies depending on the particular module. Table 2 shows the complete description of the output data given by each module of the server. As an example, a typical output of the genome mapping module is shown ( Figure 2B;  Supplementary Figure 3) . Some columns in the output table contain a dynamic link that allows the user to retrieve more information about a particular tag by invoking additional queries to this server or to external servers and databases. One of these features consists of the analysis of the genomic context where a given tag maps, which can be graphically explored ( Figure 2C ; Supplementary Figure 4) . This allows the user to see the mapping position of a tag in the genome, along with all the surrounding annotated elements such as genes and their structures (i.e. coding regions and UTRs). Another important feature available is the graphical display of genome expression maps. The server can generate these maps for the complete genome, for a single chromosome ( Figure 2D; Supplementary Figure 5 ) or for a given genomic region, in case the user wants to analyze some specific regions in more detail. The graphic expression maps facilitate the analysis of SAGE data and allow the easy and fast identification of transcriptionally active regions or co-regulated gene clusters under certain experimental conditions.
The complete nucleotide sequence of a gene where a tag maps, along with the detailed representation of the annotated gene structure, can also be automatically extracted and analyzed ( Figure 2E; Supplementary   Figure 6 ). In the case that a tag maps onto an intergenic region, a flanking genomic sequence is extracted by the server (500 nts downstream and 500 nts upstream from the tag mapping position). In either case, the extracted sequences that contain the tag can be automatically aligned against the known sequence databases through the BLAST server. These server features are very powerful because they allow a fast and detailed analysis of those interesting tags that could be coming from currently unknown genes (i.e. assisting the processes of gene This field in the output table has additional information dynamically linked. Some of these links currently point to external servers and databases such as BLAST server and SGD database. The description of the columns displayed for each SAGE tag by the output tables of the server as a result of a particular query issued to each of the independent modules is specified. The numbers between parenthesis represent the sequential column number of each output table displayed by the server on its three different modules as a result of an issued query. discovery and annotation). In addition to this, the rapid design of oligonucleotide primers for experimental validation of some SAGE results by RT-PCR is also greatly facilitated. The ranking of tags for experimental validation is also greatly facilitated by accessing all the annotated tag details ( Figure 2F; Supplementary Figure 7 ).
Other existing SAGE tools
Several other tools have been described for the analysis and mapping of experimental SAGE tags (Table 3 ). The current release of the SAGExplore server presents several drawbacks as compared to some other tools, most of which are considered as future improvements of this server and are detailed in the next section subsequently. On the other hand, the SAGExplore server has several advantages and some unique features as compared to the other tools, which include: (i) the database of virtual SAGE tags that the server uses has been built by the recently described HGA methodology that assigns a confidence level based on experimental data to those tags that present multiple matches in the genome; (ii) its particular orientation towards facilitating the tasks of gene discovery and annotation; (iii) its graphical interface and the genome explore module, which can also be used for educational purposes and not only for advanced research and (iv) its genomic tag context sequence extraction and tag details display capabilities, which are very useful to speed up the experimental validation of SAGE results.
FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The current release of the SAGExplore server only allows the exploring and mapping of SAGE tags to the yeast genome. Also, the virtual tag database was built for a single combination of anchoring-tagging enzymes (NlaIII-BsmFI). Though this enzyme pair is the most frequently used in SAGE experiments, it is expected that other enzyme pairs could be useful to some experimentalists (e.g. long-SAGE uses a different tagging enzyme). Therefore, obvious improvements to the server involve the incorporation of additional organisms and enzyme pairs generally used in SAGE and long-SAGE. In addition to this, the odds ratio used to assign the tag confidences for those cases where a tag is found multiple times in the genome has been specifically tuned for yeast, based on experimental data (2) . It is expected that other organisms will have a different optimal odds ratio threshold to define tag confidences according to the HGA methodology. Therefore, flexibility about this parameter needs to be also added when new organisms are included. In addition to this, genome annotation is improved very often by the experimental characterization of new genes. This information is key in the HGA methodology and the database of virtual SAGE-tags should be also updated frequently. Finally, a large amount of SAGE experiments are underway, and thus several experimental libraries are released every year. It will be then necessary to update frequently the database containing the experimental libraries, which are used by the Library Mapping module of this server. Other organisms will be soon available for tag mapping on this server. N.A., 'Not Available'. The available publications describing the listed tools are cited between parenthesis next to their names. RefSeq and ESTs stand for databases of reference sequences and expressed sequence tags, respectively. Both vary on clustering parameters and definitions. Tag counts column reflects if the tool takes into consideration in some way the observed counts of experimental tags. Some tools perform statistical analysis based on those counts, others only allow to display that information along with the results of the query. Tag mapping column reflects if the tool is able to map experimental tags against a specific built-in database.
